**Wasson Way Trail Phase 1.**
Entire .6 mile stretch spanning from Tamarack Avenue to Madison Road.
Eastern Portion of Phase 1
Zoomed in showing Grovedale bridge to Madison Road, with access point at Burch Avenue. White trail represents a single “fast” lane which will be asphalt. The light yellow path is for slower traffic and will be crushed gravel.
Bridge and overlook at Grovedale Place. Single asphalt path.
Plaza near Madison Road.
Shows a narrowing of the path with benches and a few low-maintenance plantings along with variations in the coloring of the concrete. This change in surface is intended to slow traffic coming from the west and to alert trail users to slow down and prepare to approach Madison Road.
Western Portion of Phase 1
Tamarack Avenue to bridge (in bright yellow) at Grovedale Place. The light yellow path is for slower users and will be made of crushed gravel. The white path is for faster users and will be asphalt.
Zoomed in area near Tamarack Avenue.